Tonal Types and Modal Categories in
Renaissance Polyphony BY HAROLD S. POWERS T o UNDERSTAND TONAL RELATIONSHIPS in Renaissance music is to understand the ground from which our own sense of tonal relationships originally sprang. The primary tonal elements of Renaissance music are pitch-classes and triads, to all intents and purposes acoustically the same as those of eighteenth-and nineteenth-century music, and there is much in the detail of tonal relationships in Renaissance polyphony that is comfortably familiar. The sonic surface is sometimes faintly exotic, often charmingly vague and undirected to our ears, but hardly alien.
At the same time, the tonal properties of Renaissance music and Renaissance theorizing about those properties are of interest in their own right, for music was a central ingredient in Renaissance culture. Musicological theory today regards something called "modality" as the Renaissance equivalent of the "tonality" we attribute to Baroque1 Classical/Romantic music. That is, just as any music from the "tonal system" period belongs in one or another of the twenty-four tonalities or keys, so also received doctrine has it that formerly there was a "modal system," and that every piece of Renaissance polyphonic music belongs to some mode or other.
The modal system that is supposed to have governed medieval and Renaissance polyphony originated as a doctrine borrowed by eighthand ninth-century Carolingian monks from medieval Greek Christianity and applied to the classification of single-line melodies used in the Western Catholic liturgy. It was stabilized by the end of the eleventh century, and thereafter the basic structure of the system remained intact for many centuries. Eight modal categories were divided into four classes in each of which the first member (authentic) was in some sense higher in pitch than the second (plagal). The four classes were characterized as pertaining to four diatonic scale degrees labelled D,E, F, and G. A chant melody was deemed to belong to one of these pairs of modal classes according to the scale degree with which it ended Sfinalis), and was assigned to the higher-lying (authentic) or lowerlying (plagal) mode of the pair according to whether its course (cursus, processus, ambitus) lay higher or lower with respect to that final degree. The background system (of Hellenistic origin via Boethius) included two varieties of its ninth degree, eventually to be called b\ and bb; b\ was regarded as "essential" and b b "accidental," except that for melodies ending on F the b b was of equal or higher status.
Besides D, E, F , and G, three other degrees-a, b i l and c-were accepted as finals "trans osed" from D, E, and F, though b h was rarely used as a final. 1f.b f replaced b tl as an "essential" (as opposed to "accidental") degree in the background system, then G, a, and c would become finals of modes "transformed" from what they would have been had b \ not lost its "essential" status to b b.'
In due course the theory connected with the tonal structure of single-line melodies in the Latin liturgy was borrowed and adapted for theorizing about the tonal structure of multi-line Renaissance music. But it was a long time coming. Polyphonic theory was for centuries entirely preoccupied with problems of ensemble control, that is, with durational relationships and vertical sonorities in multi-line textures where each line had its own sequencing of pitches-cum-durations. Whatever may be our interest in the theory of large-scale tonal organization in polyphony, there was no such interest on the part of the polyphonic-music culture of late medieval Europe. The only available organized body of theory for large-scale tonal organization was the system of eight church modes, and there is only one dubious See Harold S. Powers, "Mode," The New Grove Dictiona~ (London, I 980), XII, 384-97, for discussion of the development and structure of medieval modal theory. On b b as an essential degree for F-modes, see pp. 380-81. O n "transformation" as opposed to "transposition," see p. 392. In medieval theory a G-mode with an essential b b was regarded as a "transformation" of a "regular" tetrardw mode with its final on G, not as the "transposition" of a protw mode by an upward fourth that it came to be considered in the sixteenth century. "Transposition" could only be to a final outside the set of four "regular" finals, D , E, F, and G. For example, "transposed" mode 2 had its final at a; if an A-mode had b b as an "essential" degree, it would be deemed to have been "transformed," from (transposed) protw to deuterw. "Transformation" was a serious logical problem for medieval modal theory: if the combination of a final and an ambitw uniquely defined a mode as one of the only eight possible modes, then two modes with the same final and same ambitw that were not related as authentic and plagal-such as authentic "G-Dorian" and authentic "G-Mixolydian"-presented a contradiction in terms. For first signs of uneasiness over "transformation," see Guido's Micrologus, Chap. 8 (Guidonrj-Aretini Micrologw, ed. Joseph Smits van Waesberghe, Corpus scriptorum de musica, IV [Rome, 19551, pp. 122-29) . The matter of "transposition" and "transformation" is discussed in full in three anonymous r rth-century treatises: the anonymous commentary on the Micrologw (ed. Colestin Vivell [Vienna, 19171, p. 25; ed. Joseph Smits van Waesberghe [Amsterdam, 19571, p. I piece of evidence in medieval musico-technical literature that polyphonic music was ever imagined as possibly subject to the church modes, and some good indications to the contrary.* Even after modal theory had been fully accepted as the way to account for tonal relationships in polyphmy, its essential separateness continued to be reflected in the design of music-theoretical treatises. The rules for the structure and the succession of simultaneities would be dealt with in a section called "counterpoint" or the like, and the modal system would be described in its own separate section. Zarlino's Istitutioni harmonicbe is a case in point, and the diversities in his approach to tonal properties between Books I11 (counterpoint) and IV (the modes) are illustrative.
In any case, the chief stimulus to the introduction of modal theory into the world of polyphonic musical composition in a fully systematic way was not originally a desire for analytic understanding of longrange tonal relations. It was rather more cultural than technical, and had at first to do with the expressive function of music rather more than with its tonal structure.
The Platonic doctrine that ethos and pathos could be affected and effected by the "modes" of music was of course familiar in the Middle Ages: for instance, an ancient story often retold concerned a youth from Taormina who was incited to attempted rape on hearing the Phrygian mode and was calmed when the mode was changed to Hypophrygian. The doctrine of modal ethos, however, was not applied to specific single-line melodies of Catholic liturgical music; I know of only one late attempt, and it clearly illustrates the impossibility of doing so.3 And since counterpoint and modal theory were always treated separately in the treatises, modal ethos naturally does not turn up in medieval discussions of polyphony. With the advent of humanism in the fifteenth century, however, peripheral medieval recollections of the traditional power of music to express affections of the human spirit in specific ways were powerfully reinforced, not only by the renewed interest in the secular human world celebrated in classical texts, but also by the rediscovery of many more instances of 
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the effects of music in those texts. And the musical modes were said to be able to induce those effects.
For the visual and literary arts the humanists had direct models in the remnants of ancient artifacts and texts. For music they had only names and descriptions. And since music in the ancient world had not been polyphonic, there were not many humanists interested in polyphony in any case; polyphony was part of the Northern Gothic world that most humanists Before the self-consciously r e j e~t e d .~ sixteenth century only a few desired to reconcile the beauties of polyphony as they knew it first hand with the reported effects of ancient music. And however much they might know of the doctrine of ethos and of the names of the modes said to produce the effects, the only actual modes they knew were the church modes. Of course, these church modes did in fact bear a set of Classical names-Dorian, Hypodorian, Phrygian . . . Hypomixolydian-and the humanists interested in polyphony had no way of knowing that these names had been grafted onto a Latinized Byzantine scheme in the ninth century. Faute de mieux, they supposed at first that the theoretical-musical entities whose Greek modal names they knew were somehow equivalent to or at least descended from the modes with the same names that they read about in ancient texts.
An early instance of the new feeling may be seen in the fifth chapter "How to compose chansons [cantilenae]" of the essentially still medieval counterpoint treatise of Nicola Burzio (1487).~ Several prior conditions of general musical experience are given as necessary to a composer of polyphony; the last is a knowledge of the modes. There follows then a list of the eight modes, with a set of affects of medieval origin; then come instructions as to the order in which the voice parts of the chanson should be composed-the highest voice is to be composed first if all the voices are newly composed-and admonitions to take care that the harmonies work properly. The implication is inescapable that the highest voice is a freely invented melody to be composed with not only a modal structure but also a modal affect in mind. Burzio's triple injunction to the polyphonic composer stipulating a knowledge of the modes, specifying their affects, and saying how the voice parts ought to be arranged, foreshadows a pattern of didactic thought that came to full fruition only three-quarters of a century later, in treatises by Hermann Finck ( I 556), Gallus Dressler ( I 56 I and 1563/64), and others.6
But modal doctrine and polyphonic theory on the whole continued to be slow in coming together, and most of the junctures that do occur in the technical literature of music before I 525 are more suggestive than systematic.' Tinctoris's famous fifth rule for counterpoint (1477) is characteristic: "A perfect consonance [peufectio] should never be put with any note [in the pre-composed part to which the new counterpoint is sung] such that a departure from the mode of the chant [cantus distonatio] could ensue."8 One observes that it is the mode of the given chant that is in question, not any putative mode for the polyphonic complex; the instruction is to avoid contradicting what is already there. In his treatise on the modes (1476), to be sure, Tinctoris claimed that "we use them not only in Gregorian music, which is simple and unmeasured, but in all other music, polyphonic and men~ural."~ itself, however, is simply an elaborate The treatise exposition of Marchetto's systematic theory of single-line modality that goes back at least to the beginning of the fourteenth century. l0 The examples Tinctoris actually supplied are single-line phrases constructed to illustrate each of the myriad modal categories and subcategories described. Only once is there a discussion of how mode should be applied to polyphony, in terms of a particular chanson, and the best Tinctoris could do was to assign a mode to each single-line voice-part individually, and say that the mode of the whole would be the mode of the voice-part most important compositionally, which he asserted without further qualification to be the tenor." (Note that Hermann Finck, Practica mwica (Wittenberg, 1556), Book IV, "De tonis." Polyphony is discussed from cue RrV to the end of Book IV. Gallus Dressler, Practica rnodorum Uena, r 56 I), and Praecepta mwicaepoeticae (MS from I 563164), ed. Bernhard Engelke, Geschichts-Blatter fur Stadt und Land Magdeburg, XLIXIL (191qi1 g ), 2 I 3-50.
The adoption of modal theory in discussions of polyphonic texture as a way of accounting for tonal consistency is outlined, and the various ways of using it analyzed, in Powers, "Mode," pp. Burzio gave compositional primacy to the tenor only when it was a pre-existing line to which the other voice-parts had to be fitted.) In the compositional practice of Renaissance polyphony too, any demonstrable linking of then current notions of mode with individual works was at first sporadic rather than systematic, except for the identification of psalm-tones in connection with polyphonic Magnificats, where liturgical usage required strict conformity to the Gregorian formulae; but psalm-tones are not modes in the theoretical sense. Every now and then the names-or rather numbers-of modes turn up in the titles of works that are not Magnificats. When they do, they seem to be calling attention to a special feature of that particular work, not just casually mentioning a technical specification familiarly known to be applicable to all works of the genre or style; they are not comparable to the "F major" of Beethoven's 6th Symphony or the "D minor" of his 9th.
In short, the question of whether polyphony in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries was or ought to be conceived as regularly being "in" modes of the only modal system then known is moot and complex. What is certain is that by 1525 that question had become vital. In that year, the first work both to claim modality as a universal for polyphony and to exemplify the claim by citing a large number of actual polyphonic pieces appeared: Pietro Aaron's Trattato della natura et cognitione di tuttigli tuoni di cantojgurato. l 2 This work belongs to the same doctrinal tradition as Tinctoris's treatise on the modes. Unlike the Tinctoris work, however, Aaron's work allows itself to be tested: his instances are real pieces, not invented illustrative phrases. Yet a reading of his treatise without presuppositions makes it clear that, like Tinctoris, Aaron was by no means merely reporting how things were generally understood to be, how music was being composed "in" modes. Rather, he was trying to reconcile a given repertory (to be found in prints published by Ottaviano Petrucci and Andrea Antico between I 500 and I 522) with a given system (the eight church modes of Gregorian chant theory). H e was not telling his readers that suchand-such a piece had been composed in such-and-such a precompositionally selected mode. Rather, he was telling them that such-andsuch a piece should be assigned to-should be classified under-suchand-such a mode, in each case carefully adducing his reasons for the choice of modal category. His claim that modality is a universal property in polyphony is merely a claim, not a well-known fact, and he knew he had to be able to make and justify a modal assignment for every piece, no matter how far-fetched in some instances, or the whole proposition would fail.
But to show that the eightfold system can be made to constitute a set of categories to one of which any composition can be assigned a posteriori, as Aaron most ingeniously did, is by no means to show that a "mode" is an a priori pre-compositional property of every piece of Renaissance polyphony, as a "tonality" certainly is a pre-compositiona1 property in every eighteenth-century piece. The distinction is crucial. There are very few eighteenth-and nineteenth-century compositions about whose tonality any question could arise, then or now, while Renaissance musical theory is rife with discussions and controversy about modality. From Mattheson to Schoenberg there is never any question about how many tonalities there are, or what they are, while in the second half of the sixteenth century there were two competing general schools of thought on polyphonic modes, with two or more doctrinal subvarieties in each. Many writers who dealt with polyphonic modality adhered in one way or inother to the traditional eight modes of Gregorian chant; others followed the general approach that had originated with the publication of Glarean's Dodecachordon in I 547. Glarean developed his new system from a curious mixture of the medieval church modes, Hellenistic musical theory, and passages on music in Classical texts. It comprised twelve modes, the eight of the church with finals on D, E, F, and G, plus two more pairs with finals on a and c, similarly divided into "authentic" and "plagal." The Greek modal names Dorian . . . Hypomixolydian were retained, and for the two new authentic-plagal pairs the new names Aeolian and Iastian (or Ionian) were devised, after ancient textual references. l 3
Such a fluid state of affairs in musical doctrine does not inspire much confidence in the theoretical status of "modality" as a precompositional universal for sixteenth-century polyphony. Of course, it might be supposed that the writers were somehow fumbling their way toward a system of modalities that was already inherent in the musical repertory, if not fully and consciously recognized as such. This was Glarean's belief for the twelve modes of his system; eight-mode theorists did not need to be explicit since their fundamental theory was not a new construction. But the development of the polyphonic repertory itself during the course of the sixteenth century does not support this view. T o the contrary, it is only during the very period when modal theory was first beginning self-consciously to be assimilated to polyphony-say from Aaron (1525) to Gallus Dressler ( I 561 and l a t e r t t h a t the repertory itself begins to provide hard evidence of a systematic interest on the part of composers and editors in the question of "modality," an interest as self-conscious as that of the theorists. And this evidence, too, tends to indicate that "modes" were originally thought of more as a posteriori categories for grouping items in a repertory than apriori pre-compositional choices or assumptions.
A good place from which to begin the argument is the fact that, in the second half of the century, cyclic sets of works began to appear that explicitly are claimed to have been composed according to modes; in these cases there is no secret about it to be discovered, no subtlety, absolutely no doubt about the pre-compositional intention. Cases in point, one for each basic doctrine, are the Seven Penitential Psalms plus Laudate Dominum of Lasso "[8] modis musicis redditi" (see below, Table 3 ), published in I 584 although first composed over two decades earlier; and the Seven Penitential Psalms plus Five Prayers from the Prophets "ad Dodecachordi modos duodecim" of Alexander Utendal, published in 1570.
Sixteenth-and early seventeenth-century anthologies and cycles ordered according to one of the twelve-mode systems generally say so in the title, as in the Utendal Penitential Psalms. Conversely, it is rare for anthologies or cycles ordered according to the traditional eightmode scheme, such as the Lasso Penitential Psalms, so explicitly to refer to modality. Some do, however, and one of them is of enormous historical and theoretical importance for the question of modal categories, simply because it is explicit, as well as very extensive: the five-voice volumes from the fifteen-volume series of Latin motets entitled Liber . . . ecclesiasticarum cantionum that was published from 1553 onward by the Antwerp printer and occasional composer Tylman Susato (see Table 15 ). Some of the volumes are said to contain pieces (omnes) de uno tono, "(all) in one mode" (Books VII, VIII, X, XI, XII, XIV); the first two are said to be (omnes)primi toni, "(all) in mode I " (Books V and VI); Book IX is said to be (omnes) (quasi) de uno tono, "(all) (as though) in one mode." These volumes follow an order that is unmistakably intended to match the sequence of eight modes in the octenary theoretical tradition.
There is a vitaliy important distinction to be made between Susato's modally ordered anthology, however, and such a collection as the modally ordered Penitential Psalms of Lasso. The Susato collection illustrates editorial judgments, not compositional inten-tions. What those intentions may have been, or even whether there were any modal intentions, we assuredly cannot know from the kind of evidence Susato's anthology offers, while we just as assuredly can know that Lasso's intention in the Penitential Psalm settings was precisely to represent, co embody, to illustrate, the traditional eightmode system. The epistemological status of the Susato anthology, in short, is not that of the Lasso cycle but rather that of the Aaron treatise, except that we are not told Susato's reasons for the assignment of the various pieces to their respective modes.
Other eight-mode collections are known from indirect testimony to have been modally ordered, which is confirmed upon examination of the collections themselves; Lasso's first Munich anthology of motets, published in 1562 (see Table 8 -A) is such a collection. In many collections the arrangement of pieces alone reveals them to have been modally ordered, even in the absence of verbal confirmation, from Rore's five-voice madrigals published in I 542 (see Table I ) to Lasso's madrigal cycle, the Lagrime di Sun Pietro, published in I 593 (see Table 4 ). But most collections, whether by one composer or more than one, were not modally ordered.
The general trend in sixteenth-century printed collections was from less tonal ordering to more, and the organization of both anthologies and cyclic sets according to modal schemes became more common as the century wore on. Collections early in the century, such as Petrucci's printed anthologies of chansons and motets from which Aaron chose most of the examples he cited, have no discernible musical basis for their arrangement. Later in the century printers and editors came more and more to group compositions in collections according to two simple and practical musical criteria: ( I ) whether the composition was set in the "b-natural system" with no signature (called cantus durus) or the "b-flat system" with a b-flat signature (called cantus mollis); and (2) whether the voice parts as a group used a relatively higher or lower segment of the whole background gamut, as denoted by the choice of one or the other of two ever more standardized combinations of clefs, the so-called "chiavette" and the "standard" clefs. (I shall refer to the cbiavette as "high clefs" and the standard SATB combination as "low clefs" in order to emphasize the contrast.) The set of three volumes of new Lasso motets published by Berg in Munich in I 582 (see Table I 3) is an instance of grouping by these two criteria.
In some collections an additional criterion is used in the grouping, namely, (j),the pitch-class of the lowest note in the last sonority, or in modern terms, the root of the final triad. Those collections in which the final sonority was also a factor in the ordering almost always fall into an obviously intended eight-mode or twelve-mode pattern, with a clear distinction between authentic and plagal modes. The choice of the high-clef combination as opposed to the low-clef combination, with "system" and "final" held constant, represents in principle the contrasting of authentic to plagal in a given odd-even, authentic-plagal pair of the traditional theoretical system. l4 There were, however, several other ways of making the contrast in modally ordered polyphonic collections; it is the contrast itself that is essential. The contrast between authentic mode 5 (Lydian) and plagal mode 6 (Hypolydian), for example, is normally indicated by the use of high clefs in one group of pieces and low clefs in another, the pieces in both groups otherwise using the b-flat system and concluding with an "Fmajor triad." The contrast of high versus low clefs represents the authentic versus plagal ambitus feature of the traditional modal scheme, while the traditional common final of the pair is represented by the lowest sound, the bass, the "root" of the final chord. But individual modes can be otherwise represented polyphonically also, just as they can in the monophonic Gregorian chant. The traditional eightfold scheme, for instance, allows for a transposition (in the medieval sense) of mode 6 by a fifth upwards, so that the final is on c' rather than f, with ambitus higher to correspond. In polyphonic collections too, mode 6 may occur in a parallel form transposed a fifth higher, so that it is represented in the b-natural rather than the b-flat system, with high clefs denoting its higher ambitus, and its final represented in a concluding "C-major triad." If such a transposed plagal is contrasted with normal polyphonic representations of mode 5, as it often is in modally organized polyphonic collections, then the authentic-plagal distinction is no longer a matter of constant final and constant system with contrasting ambitus, but rather of constant l4 The connection of cleffing contrast with authentic-plagal contrast was adumbrated over half a century ago by Richard Ehrmann, "Die Schliissel-kombinationen im 15. und 16. Jahrhundert," Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Osterreich, Beihefte, XI (1924) , 66-70 (see esp. the table on p. 69). Ehrmann did not pursue the modal question, however. Not only was he apparently content with the simplistic dodecachordal construct, with its six hexachordal finals and their transposition upward by a fourth, but also he was trying to cope with the chimera of cleffing as a transposition device (it is simpler to regard the whole Guidonian diatonic, with its subsystems and segments, as itself a "transposing instrument"). A link between cleffing and modes was documented by Bernhard Meier in his "Bemerkungen zu Lechners 'Motectae sacrae' In order to diagram these relationships more concisely we can use tl and b as shorthand symbols for the contrasted cantus durus and cantus mollis systems, with "b-natural" (no signature) and "b-flat" (b-flat signature) respectively. We can abbreviate the two basic clef combinatons and their variants by citing just the clefs for the soprano parts, which are the most consistent in their cleffing: the high clefs, the so-called "chiavette," use the g-clef on the second line for the soprano part, written "g2"; the soprano part in the low clefs, the so-called "normal" clefs, uses the c-clef on the first line, written "c,". The root of the final triad can be written with the capital form of its lettername. Final triads on C, D, F, G, or A can occur in both systems; a final Bb triad can occur in the system with b-flat, but it is rare; a final E triad can occur only in the system with b-natural. The contrasted polyphonic representations of modes 5 and 6 described above may thus be symbolized as follows:
If one considers all the possible combinations of even the three objective markers-minimally, two "transposition" systems, two standard cleffings, with six finals in each system-there are not eight polyphonic "modes" but rather twenty-four potential "tonal types," minimally distinguished from one another by collection of pitchclasses, general compass, and final sonority. No major composer with a substantial corpus of repertory is represented by even as few as twelve of these, let alone eight.
That which all members of a class of polyphonic pieces minimally characterized by some particular combination of system, cleffing, and final sonority have in common should be terminologically distinguished. It should be distinguished from "tonality," which might be mistaken as the equivalent of "key" in music of the "tonal period" of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; and it should be distinguished from "mode," since a "mode" is a music-theoretical construct, an inherited category in a fixed set of categories. I shall designate any class of polyphonic compositions minimally characterized by a particular combination of system signature, cleffing, and final sonority with the aforementioned term "tonal type." I shall argue that in given instances a tonal type may be intended to represent a mode in a categorical scheme; that is not to say, though, that the tonal type in question is that mode. The distinction is what an anthropologist of music might call a distinction between "etic" and "emic." A tonal type is minimally identifiable by its three markers and thus objectively observable completely apart from its musical or cultural context; it is "scientific," it is "etic." "Mode" conversely is all bound up in sixteenth-century musical culture, not only as a living doctrine of the music of the church and a heritage from the Middle Ages but also as a musical construct being experimented with by members of the culture, from both humanistic and traditional points of view; it is thoroughly "emic" and requires study on its own terms, as well as in relation to any music with which it may be connected. The task of the music historian is to sort out the ways in which the many tonal types objectively found in Renaissance polyphonic compositions were correlated with modal categories in the traditional schemes, above all with the traditional eightfold structure, because that is the structure reflected in all the modally ordered collections of the major sixteenthcentury composers.
Both my term "tonal type" and the concept it represents are taken from the seminal etic study of sixteenth-century tonalities, Siegfried Hermelink's Dispositiones modorurn. Hermelink classified Palestrina's compositions objectively according to their various combinations of system, cleffing, and final, and only then did he subjectively analyze and illustrate each type with respect to its musical properties.
From intensive and continued association with the masterpieces of the epoch there appears impressively and clearly a quite stable number of highly differentiated, precisely defined tonal types [Tonartentypen]with unmistakable characters, which in their totality form a complete and independent system that emerges from the compositional particularities of the music, and in spite of an ultimate grounding in a traditional complex of notions-ambitus, modal scale structure, and so on-is determined by the simultaneous sounding of the several parts. In our investigation these are to be set against the traditional tonal doctrine.15
The systemic result of Hermelink's "intensive and continued association" with the works of Palestrina (and Lasso as well) was a set of twenty tonal types. His rejection of traditional modal doctrine was based on the discrepancy between the multiplicity of objectively discernible tonal types and the paucity of traditional categories.
Pieces with the following notational patterns are designated as Hypodorian:
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Cleffing finals I would argue of course that Hermelink was quite right, that two pieces set in these two tonal types will indeed have two quite different characters. And in that case, if each is supposed to "be" Hypodorian, and "Hypodorian" in turn is supposed to be a single real entity with a particular character of its own, then Hermelink's rejection of traditional modal theory as an explanatory theory of musical properties is fully justified. If one accepts the notion that a tonal type need not "be" a mode, but should rather be thought of as having been chosen to "represent" a mode, to stand as the embodiment of a traditional category, then there is no difficulty in accepting the fact that traditional modal theory was able to assign these two very different tonal types both to the same "Hypodorian" mode 2 . If Hermelink's fundamental methodology is etic, Bernhard Meier more than any other modern scholar has shown the way to a deep and genuinely emic understanding of sixteenth-century attitudes toward and treatments of modality, both theoretical and compositional. His Die Tonarten der klassischen Vokalpolyphonie was the summary and culmination of a quarter-century of fundamental research into the theory and practice of sixteenth-century modality, and his labors show no signs of abatement. l 9 The crucial point in Meier's work is his incontrovertible demonstration (accumulated over many years) that one is obliged to "distinguish the authentic from the plagal modes; and Hackensack, 1974) Table 15 ) come directly out of Meier's paper on "Tonartliche Ordnungen," which he prepared for the panel I chaired at the Berkeley IMS Congress.
this distinction, supported not only by countless theoretical treatises, but also by the cyclical plan discernible in many compositions, remains valid at least until 1600, or thereabouts." Meier's criteria for making the distinction, however, have been internal and in part subjective: "Distinctive features of the imitative fragments, together with characteristic cadential progressions, determine the 'tonality7 of each work."*O Even though it was he who called attention to Valerio Bona7s explicit description in I 595 of the connection between cleffing and modal Meier has preferred not to rely oñ r d e r i n g ,~' the extraordinary consistency with which the patterns of cleffing objectively mark the "cyclical plan discernible in many compositions," though they demonstrate over and over again his claim for the universality of the authentic-plagal distinction in sixteenth-century conceptions of modality. He has preferred instead to try to substantiate his claim emically, by appeals to the old theoretical doctrine of the compositional primacy of the tenor voice, as well as to newer, mid sixteenth-century doctrines regarding important cadential degrees. But these criteria in themselves are not consistent enough in the music to support the hypothesis, as Carl Dahlhaus has rightly shown.22 Dahlhaus on the other hand, has refused to accept any part of Meier's authentic-plagal distinction merely on the grounds that Meier's own range-countings and the like do not really prove the case. That does not invalidate the distinction, however, but only Meier's preferred way of justifying it.
If there is a logical difficulty with Meier7s approach, it is rather that he regards the church modes in polyphony not only as emic tonal categories for the culture, where he is certainly absolutely right, but also as pre-compositional entities to be composed out, where he may be only sometimes right. Meier has not distinguished between mode as musical property and mode as category, with the result that "modality" becomes a sort of universal. That is, if in a particular genre a given tonal type can be shown in any instance to be correlated with a given modal category, then all instances of that tonal type in that genre are said to be instances of the mode in question. One consequence of this kind of reasoning is that while Meier has found the "cyclical plan discernible in many compositions" and collections he has missed or mistaken some others. At the same time, like Aaron he often has to argue for a modal attribution where there is no evidence 20 Cipriano de Rore, Opera omnia, 11, iii. that any should be inferred even a posteriori, let alone that there was any pre-compositional a priori modal intent.
But for dozens of modal collections and hundreds of compositions Meier7s pioneering researches and analyses have made it possible to study the correlation of tonal types in Renaissance polyphonic compositions with modal categories in the traditional schemes. One modally ordered collection with which Meier worked, and the earliest unmistakably intended as modal that I know, is Cipriano de Rore7s first book of five-voice madrigals of 15~2.23 Table I shows the tonal plan of the collection in outline form, according to the distribution of tonal types as they are contrasted by the markers. The odd-even authentic-plagal pieces are throughout contrasted by ambitus, with finals and system remaining constant. Modes I and 2 are "transposed," and the last three madrigals stand outside the cyclical plan. The modal assignments suggested in the last column of the table are identical with Meier's, though taken solely from the patterning of system, cleffing, and final. The only implicit internal requirement is that the assignment of a piece to a mode should not be blatantly incompatible with theoretical descriptions of the mode. That is, one could not suppose that the tonal type b-gz-G could ever represent mode 6, or that tonal type h-cl-G could ever represent mode 5, and so on. Table 2 shows the tonal plan of the anthology of two-and threevoice chansons published by the Antwerp printer-composer Tylman Susato in 1 5 4 4 .~~ The tonal question here is much more complex. These pieces are essentially for only two voices, the bass part being entirely optional; but more than that, as Lawrence Bernstein has shown, they are all reductions of chansons by various composers, all originally for more voices.25 Susato7s grouping by tonal type, then, is aposteriori at double remove. Ute Meissner had divided the collection into four groups, using Glarean's terms Dorian (Nos. I-9), Aeolian (Nos. 10--zo), Ionian (Nos. 2 1-28), and Mixolydian (Nos. The ambitur in polyphonic terms is represented by the overall compass and the compass of each individual voice, as both controlled and symbolized by the contrasted cleffing patterns; the higher in each pair represents the authentic mode, the lower represents its plagal. Only the clef for the highest voice is shown; the others are as follows: gz = g2 ~2 CJ ~3 F,; C, = C] ~3 ~4 ~4 F4; cz = cz cq cq F3 F5 Capital letters = degree in the bass ("root") in the final triad; where there are two, they denote the finals of a madrigal with two partes. distribution of cleffing or of system-final contrasts, however, seems quite clearly to indicate that there are more than four categories involved, and that in fact Meier's emic authentic-plagal distinction was intended here too. There are only two anomalies: ( I ) two pieces of the tonal type h-gz-D are inserted, one after the "mode 3" group, the other between the "mode 6" and "mode 8" groups; (2) "mode 7" is not otherwise represented. These anomalies, however, are no more egregious than some of those in Susato7s five-voice motet series from I 5 5 3-Ecclesiasticarum cantionurn Books V-XIV (see Table I s h w h i c h are unmistakably meant to match an eight-mode structure as best they can. It would seem that Susato did the best he could in this chanson collection, too. H e had nothing suitable for mode 7, and he did not quite know what to do with h-g2-D (nor did he in the five-voice motet series, where he eventually gave it a separate volume of its own, XIV, following the lost volume [XIII] of mode-8 pieces).
That these two early modally ordered collections should comprise madrigals and chansons, that is, secular works rather than church music, is a nice (if probably fortuitous) reflection of the original Renaissance impetus toward self-conscious modalism. There are early modal collections of motets, too (Rore's first book, of 1545, for instance), but as with Aaron's classification attempts in the I~Z O S , SO also in the collections of the 1540s the church modes seem to be receiving attention not because they are "church" but because they are "modes." This is of course partly on purely technical grounds: for dealing with tonal categories in the large, the traditional modal theory was the only theory available. But the desire to consider the tonal properties of polyphonic pieces systematically in terms of modes may also reflect the humanist's interest in the pathic and ethic effects of music, which in original classical sources and their medieval echoes alike were attributed to the musical modes.
Later in the sixteenth century the church modes sometimes came to be used in another way, with the emphasis perhaps now more on "church." Certain modally ordered works of Lasso and Palestrina seem clearly to reflect the lay piety that came to be encouraged in Counter-Reformation practice. Lasso's settings of the seven Penitential Psalms plus Psalm 148 (composed ca. 1560, published 1584), his Lagrime di San Pietro cycle IS^^), Palestrina's setting of eight of Petrarch's Vergine madrigals ( I 58 I), the first thirty-two compositions of his Offertory cycle (1593), and his other set of spiritual madrigals ( I5g4) are all ordered according to the church modes. One cannot help but wonder if to order the musical setting of a cycle of pious texts according to the prescribed musical system of the church was not an affirmation of faith every bit as compelling as the choice of a pious cycle of texts to set in the first place. Table 3 shows the tonal plan of Lasso's settings of the Seven Penitential Psalms. Both the psalms and the modes succeed one another with each set in its own traditional numerical order-to provide a text for the eighth mode Lasso added Psalm 148, Laudate dominum-so it is obvious that at least for the first seven pieces no expression of the texts through modal affect could possibly have been intended. The modal message is rather in the orderly structure itself; it is not unlike some of the rhymed offices composed for saints in the late Middle Ages where the setting of the Responsories of Matins are also in modal order.
One sees in the Penitential Psalms that the finals for modes 3 through 8 are the "regular" finals E, F, and G, and that the authenticplagal ambitus contrast in the last two pairs is represented by the opposition of standard high cleffing (chiavette) to standard low cleffing ("normal" clefs). For modes 3 and 4, slightly lower-pitched in the conceptual background system, the "normal" clefs are used for the authentic mode 3, while still lower clefs are used for three outer voices in the setting representing plagal mode 4. This contrasted pair of cleffings is the same as that found in the representations of modes 3 and 4 in Rore's madrigals of 1542 (see Table I ). The first and lowest authentic-plagal pair, however, is differently represented in the two collections. In the Penitential Psalms mode I is represented by the tonal type \-cl-D, which most nearly corresponds with church mode I since it is in the "natural" system and has the "regular" final D. But to place the plagal mode 2 with its final at D would have pushed the bass part of the polyphonic complex effectively off the bottom of the conceptual scale and in general would require very low clefs all around, which were customarily symbolically reserved for pieces of especial gloom or profundity. Hence, mode 2 is rarely represented "untransposed." In both the Lasso Penitential Psalms and the Rore madrigals of IS42 mode 2 is represented as though transposed up a fourth, that is, in the b-flat s stem, with its final on G rather than D, in short, by the tonal type r-cl-G. i n the Rore madrigal collection transposed mode 2 is contrasted with transposed mode I , so that system and final are constant while the ambitus are in contrast: tonal types b-g2-G versus b-cl-G. But in the Lasso Penitential Psalms the opposition of regular mode I to transposed mode 2 causes the authentic-plagal contrast to show up, as it were, in reverse. The ambitus, as represented by the cleffing, is held constant and it is system and final that are in contrast: tonal types h-cl-D for mode I versus b-cl-G for mode 2 . Lasso's last modal collection, his settings of Luigi Tansillo's spiritual madrigal cycle Lagrime di San Pietro plus a Latin envoi, expresses the contrast of mode I and mode 2 in the same way (see Table 4 ). The first four madrigals form a closed subcycle set in the tonal type h-cl-D representing mode I , while the next four are similarly in b-cl-G representing mode 2 ; in both cases the third part of the subgroup closes with a final a fifth higher than the principal final. In Latin: vide homo, quae pro te patior.
There is no authentic-plagal contrast made for the next set of four pieces in the Lagrime cycle. The tonal type h-cl-E represents mode 3 and mode 4 together, with secondary finals a fourth higher on A for the first and third parts in the subgroup. The elimination of authenticplagal contrast for modes 3 and 4 is common in modally ordered collections; it reflects a belief that the ambitus of these two modes was I very nearly the same in practice. Glarean, for instance, having pointed out that many mode 4 chant pieces fall short at the bottom and have the compass C-c while a number of mode 3 pieces fall short at the top and have the compass D-d, observed that "it is true what some musicians say, that indeed no two modes are more closely joined than the Hypophrygian and the Phr~gian."2~
The two sets of three pieces embodying authentic mode 5 and plagal mode 6 are contrasted by ambitus in the usual way and have their "regular" final: tonal types b-g2-F versus b-cl-F. Mode 7 is also represented in the usual way, with a subgroup of two pieces set in the tonal type 4-gz-G. Mode 8 is conspicuously missing, however; its expected place is occupied by a single composition setting the added Latin envoi, a composition using the tonal type h-g2-A. This is a tonal type Lassus used frequently, but only twice in modal collections, and both times anomalously (see also Table 14) . By no conceivable rationalization could it be construed here as a compositional representation of mode 8. I am tempted to link the change from Italian to Latin text with the ever diminishing number of pieces in each modal category and the final breaking off of the modal order, and I wonder if here, too, mode may be being used as a religious symbol. The cycle was Lasso's last work-the dedication to Pope Clement VIII Aldobrandini was signed three weeks before his death-and the words of the Savior set in the Latin envoi "Behold, o man, what things I have suffered for you" are as removed from Tansillo's Italian cycle-it is now at last Christ Himself who speaks from the cross-as the tonal type h-g2-A is removed from the modal cycle. The abandonment of both may be read as symbolizing Lasso's expectation of his own imminent abandonment of this world, including Christ's Church on earth, and his hope, through Christ's sacrifice on the cross, of a better world to come.
The tonal type h-g2-A also plays a role in a spiritual madrigal cycle of Palestrina's, a cycle where the traditional eightfold scheme of the church likewise seems to have been used as an expression of spiritual piety, a symbol of faith rather than an expression of affect. Table 5 summarizes the tonal types of the first eight compositions of Palestrina's spiritual madrigals of I 58 I That this was set up from the outset as a conscious embodiment of the eightfold modal structure is obvious not only from the predictable distribution of tonal types for modes 3 Palestrina's other collection of spiritual madrigals, the ottava rima "Figlio immortal" cycle of 1594, also follows the order of the modal system of the church; its tonal plan is summarized in Table 6 . The modal representation is rather more conventional than that of the Verginecycle, both in the use of b-g2-G versus b-cl-G for the authentic and plagal of the protus modes (modes I and 2), and in the absence of any authentic-plagal distinction in the deuterus (modes 314).
Three aspects of the relationships between tonal types and modal categories seem to me to lend particular support to the idea that one should make a distinction between them. First, there are one-to-many correspondences going both ways: most of the modal categories can be represented by more than one tonal type, and occasionally a single tonal type can be found representing more than one modal category. Second, even at the height of their conscious application in the latter part of the sixteenth century, polyphonic modes were not always recognized as such. Third, different tonal types have quite different patterns of use in modal collections as opposed to non-modal collections.
We have now seen three different ways in which the contrast of authentic-plagal modes r and I has been represented in polyphonic cycles. Yet a fourth may be seen in Lasso's celebrated duos of 1577 (see Table 7 ). The first twelve pieces, those with text, represent the eight modes in order. The first six of these duos are for the two high voices and the last six for the two low voices; the appropriate pairs of clefs from the high set of four chiavette or the low set of four "normal" clefs are assigned to the voice pairs involved. Duos I and 2 represent mode I as though in its "regular" position, with tonal type h-c,-D. Duos j and 4 are then set in 4-gz-D, representing mode 2 as though transposed up an octave, like the mode 2 representative in Palestrina's Vergine cycle. The fact that the registral contrast is the reverse of the norm-the plagal representative in the'modal pair with the same final lies higher than the authentic, not lower-is of no consequence. Lasso's intentions are perfectly clear from the ordering alone.
The following diagram summarizes these four ways of representing the authentic-plagal contrast in the protus modes with polyphonic tonal types: One easily sees here how a given mode can be represented by more than one tonal type; for example, mode I has three representatives. But more than that, one of these, 4-g2-A, has already been seen apparently assigned to mode 3, in Nos. 10-12 of Tylman Susato's chansons of I 544 for two and three voices (see Table 3 ). Thus a single tonal type is found representing one mode in Italy in the I 580s and another in the Low Countries in the I 540s.
Susato's assignment of h-g2-A chansons to a mode 3 position, where they are contrasted with several pieces in tonal type h-c,-A occupying the expected position of mode 4, is rare in modal collec- i:: tions. The only other instance I know of is found in LeRoy and Ballard's modal reordering of two Lasso motet collections, RISM I 582f and I 585a in RISM I 587a The type b-g2-A is rare as a modal representative in any case; b-cl-A on the other hand is the principal tonal type, occupying the mode 314 position, in Volume IX of Tylman Susato's five-voice motet series of I 553 (see Table 15 ). The single instance of type b-g2-A in the five-voice volumes is the Jacobus Vaet Miserere, printed in both Volumes IX and XIV.
The types b-g2-A and b-cl-A seldom appear together even in nonmodal collections. Unlike other pairs of tonal types with the same final, they have very little in common. Palestrina's tonally unordered four-voice motets of 1563 is one of the few collections in which both are well represented, there being three of each out of thirty-six motets in all. Example I shows the initial points (the exordia in musical rhetoric) of all six. The three incipits in h-g2-A are all oriented around the modal fifth, re-la, at the two positions a'-e" and dl-a', and the littera a functions as re in the one case and la in the other, while the vox for the littera e is usually la. In the incipits of motets in h-cl-A, conversely, the littera e is almost always mi, and the imphasis is on the modal fourth, mi-la, at the position el-a'; it is answered twice with re-sol (a-d') and once with mi-la (6-e'). The cadential distributions are as highly contrasted. In h-g2-A, a and dare the only cadential degrees, with the exception of one cadence to e (in No. 34) and one to c (in No. 3 I) . In h-cl-A, e is the most frequent cadential degree after a, while d is not used at all cadentially. The same general pattern of cadential degrees is found in the two groups in the Susato chansons a 213 of 1544. Chansons in both groups cadence frequently to a, but Nos. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] have no cadences to e, while Nos. 14-20 frequently cadence to e; No. 19 in fact is an E-tonality piece in its original four-voice form as Josquin's "Milles regretz," and the bass on a at the end is beneath a final "Phrygian" cadence to e. No. zo, the "reponce" to No. 19, is similarly disposed.
The association of a with d in 4-gz-A and of a with e in 4-cl-A is a consequence of system structure as well as of compositional tradition. The dual modal affinity of a was recognized explicitly throughout the Middle Ages and Renaissance, as far back as Chapter 8 of Guido's Micrologus, and on to and including Aar0n.2~
29 See Strunk, ed., Source Readings, pp. 208, 2 13, 2 15, and the compositions cited. See also Bergquist, "The Theoretical Writings," pp. 276-79 with Table 9, and 286-91 with Table 14 . Aaron's contrasted protus A-modes and deuterus A-modes correspond closely with the contrast of tonal types ti-gz-A and ti-cl-A, as one would expect from the built-in systemic contrast of d-u (re-la) versus a-e (la-mz]. Another instance of one tonal type representing more than one mode, this time very curiously in the same context, appears as Example 2 , which shows the incipits of both parts of two motets by Christian Hollander that were published in Susato's motet series from 1553 (see Table 15 ). Congratulamini was printed in Book XI, which includes a number of other motets of the same tonal type h-g2-C, as well as a number belonging to the tonal type b-cl-F, both representing mode 6. Beatus athleta and one other belonging to the tonal type 4 -g2-C appear in Book XII, which otherwise only contains pieces in h-g2-G, the tonal type ubiquitously used in collections to represent mode 7.
Example I Characteristic figures for h-g2-A vs. h-cl-
It looks as though the assignments of these two Hollander motets must have been made solely on the basis of the opening melodies, without regard to finals or to other parts of the pieces. The word "Congratulamini" in both opening voices is set to a conventional and characteristic mode 6 figure, ut-fa-sol-la (g-c-d-e in the hard hexachord, c-f-g-a in the natural hexachord). The setting of "Beatus athleta," with its ut-sol opening and emphasis on sol (in both hexachords), is just as characteristic for mode 7, and probably is responsible for the inclusion of the piece in the mode 7 volume even though both parts of the motet end with a "C-major triad." The incipits of the second parts of Congratulamini and Beatus athleta both contradict the modal assignment of the motet: the words "tulerunt dominum," from the motet published in the mode 6 volume, are set to the characteristic ut-sol of mode 7, in both voices; the words "tu concede mihi," from the motet published in the mode 7 volume, are set to the characteristic mode 6 figure fa-ut-fa-sol-la, again in both voices.
It may be that the inclusion of two 4-g2-C motets in Susato's Book XI1 should be written off as an editorial blunder; certainly the FrancoFlemish tradition of using 4 -g2-C to represent mode 6 was very strong, and I know of no other instances of h -g2-C being used for mode 7 in an actual modal collection. There is, however, an Italian theoretical tradition for claiming this type for mode 7. It began with Aaron, and may be illustrated most clearly in his assignment of Josquin's chanson "Comment peut avoir joye," whose type is h-g2-C, to mode 7.j0 The tenor compass is g-g', the "perfect" modal octave for mode 7 (the 30 See the passage in translation in Strunk, ed., Source Readings, pp. 217-18. The chanson is transcribed in Ottaviano Petrucci, Canti B, ed. Helen Hewitt, Monuments of Renaissance Music, I1 (Chicago, 1967), pp. 148-49, and as "0Jesu fili David" in Glarean, Dodecacbordon, trans. Miller, 11, 434-36 cantus with the identical melody is an octave higher); the "final" c' was regarded by Aaron as legitimate for mode 7 because c' is a dzrerentia in psalm-tone 7; the ut-sol species of fifth that characterizes mode 7 is worked over and over in the composition, though it lies between c'
and g' rather than in its "regular" g-d' position. Aaron's enthusiastic disciple Illuminato Aiguino followed his "irrefragibile Maestro" in many matters, including the use of psalm-tone differences as pseudofinals.31 Example j shows Josquin's real and Aiguino's invented tenors The existence of even a few many-to-one relationships between tonal type and modal category would seem to argue against taking the two as merely equivalent. The great differences in musical character between the two "Hypodorian" (mode 2) tonal types b-cl-G and b,-gz-D cannot be explained away as a mere matter of transposition. We have noted that not only modern scholars like Hermelink and Meier, quoted earlier, have found b,-g2-D a little difficult to reconcile with traditional modal theory on a one-to-one basis; Banchieri in 16I j went so far as to regard b,-g2-D as authentic rather than plagal (see n. I 7), and Susato gave it a separate volume in his octenary motet series of I 55j (see Table 15 , Volume XIV). Just as striking are the differences between ti-g2-A and b-g2-G, both of which were used by Palestrina to represent mode I in modally organized collections. Example 4 summarizes the musical characteristics of these four tonal types with Hermelink's "constituent tone" analytic formulas; it also illustrates Palestrina's modal use of these tonal types in his two spiritual madrigal cycles. A second line of argument in favor of investigating the structure of tonal types and their use as modal representatives separately turns on the variability in how modalityltonality was understood. Even where modal representation was clearly intended it was not always recognized. A case in point is Lasso's first Munich motet collection, published in July 1562 (see Table 8 ). It is modally ordered; we have the testimony of Lasso's disciple Leonhard L e~h n e r ,~~ if the structure alone were not enough (Table 8-A) . In November of the same year the same collection was brought out in Venice by Antonio Gardano (Table 8- by final also. Yet the modal ordering so clearly reflected in the Munich disposition of the collection is completely destroyed in Gardano's arrangement. It seems clear that Gardano, though he was himself a composer, was not aware that the motets he printed could be arranged in cyclic order of the church modes, and grouped them as best he could by tonal type. Gardano printed many collections of Lasso motets, grouped in various ways, but none of them in modal order. The closest to such an ordering is his I 566 "liber quartus" of sixvoice motets (the last two are for eight voices), the only one of Gardano's Lasso collections that contains all new pieces. The tonal plan is shown in Table 9 . It is not merely a grouping by system-clef combination-the finals are clearly a crucial criterion-yet it is hardly modal either. If it were, the order is strangely skewed, representing modes 2 , 8, 5, 6, I , 3 , 4, and I for the six-voice motets, and it would be curiously both incomplete, since there is no mode 7, and overcomplete as well, since modes j and 4 would be separately represented. It seems more likely that Gardano's primary groupings are by final, subdivided then by systems of cleffing. All the '2 pieces" are together, in subgroups of cantus mollis vs. cantus durus; all the 'tfpieces" are together, in subgroups of cbiavette vs. "standard" clefs; last is a group of cantus durus pieces with finals on d and e.
Tonal plan of Lasso's Sacrae,fantiones i 6, i8 (Gardano's "Liber quartus, Venice, I 566) motet nos. system ambitus* final A third kind of consideration in my belief that "tonal types" are essentially pre-compositional entities and not simply to be equated with "modes" in the received doctrines (Renaissance or modern) has to do with the differing distribution of tonal types in modal and nonmodal collections of works by the same composer. This can be illustrated by the two large editions of Lasso's motets that appeared in I 582. Tables 10 through I 2 Table 12 for interleaved arrangement of the five-voice motets, the bulk of the collection.
All except 1565e and 157jd had originally been in modal order also. The four-voice Lessons from Job retained their original liturgical order when they were reprinted as Nos. 7-15 of 1582c, but the six four-voice Latin motets from 1573d were rearranged from their original ordering by system and cleffing, shown in Table I I-A, into a modal order, as shown in Table I I -B. The five-voice motets in I 5 8 2c comprise the contents of three earlier modally ordered five-voice collections, interleaved in chronological order of the three source collections, with corrections in two positions where the sources erroneously had got the pieces out of modal order, as shown in Conspicuously absent from all the modally organized collections that went into 1 5 8 2~ is the tonal type h-gz-A. Yet this type was frequently used by Lasso. For example, it occurs in six of the fiftytwo independent new motets published in 1582d/e/f, as shown in Table 13 . That amounts to nearly twelve percent of the whole in frequency of use, making it stand fourth among the twelve tonal types represented. In the many demonstrably modal collections by Lasso, to the contrary, the tonal type h-g2-A appears only twice, both times anomalously, and at the very end of Lasso's life. One instance is the single Latin envoi at the end of the madrigal cycle Lagrime di San Pietro discussed earlier (and see Table 6 ). The other appearance of h-g2-A in a modal context is as Nos. 21-22 of Lasso's last motet collection, published in 1594 (see Table 14 ). These two pieces occur in an unmistakably modally ordered set, between groups clearly representing modes 6 and 8, yet no rationalization I have been able to devise allows me to consider them as reasonable representations of mode 7. They cannot, for instance, be taken as embodiments of psalm-tone 7, for they show no trace of any of its melodic features. Yet to say they are out of order is no help; the otherwise modally ordered collection will lack mode 7 no matter where the h-g2-A pieces are inserted. Palestrina also used the \-gz-A type very frequently; Hermelink reckons it as used for nine percent of Palestrina's oeuvre, which makes it the fourth most frequently used out of sixteen (Dispositiones modorum p. 101). Yet Palestrina used it only twice as a modal representative, for
No. I of the Vergine madrigals of I 58 I and Nos. 1-4 of the Ofeertoria of '593.
If \-g2-A is to be considered a mode, its identification is certainly ambiguous. For Palestrina it was sometimes mode I . For Lasso, so far as the musical evidence goes, its modality is anomalous. Lasso's student Leonhard Lechner proposed that mode 9 of the dodecachordal Another illustrative case is that of the tonal type b-g2-C. In the Franco-Flemish tradition this type is very frequently used to represent mode 6, as though transposed in the medieval sense, as in Book XI of Susato's motet series from 1553 (see Table IS ), Lasso 1562a, I 569a, I 57 1a (see Table I 2), I 594a (see Table 14 ), and others. The tonal type \-gz-C was also a favorite of Palestrina's (it is the type of the Pope Marcellus Mass), yet not once did he ever use it in a modal collection. There is no justification for believing he thought of it as "Ionian," since he published several differently ordered modal collections all of which are octenary. H e never used it in the FrancoFlemish way to represent mode 6. Nor is there any reason to suppose he would have thought of b-g2-C as mode 7, in the manner of Aaron and Aiguino, though since that is at least an Italian tradition mode 7 would be the most likely candidate. In short, no plausible modal category of any kind can be claimed for the tonal type b-g2-C in Palestrina's oeuvre.
The implication of all these imbalances and anomalies in the relationship of tonal types and modal categories is clear. Where the musical characteristics of a tonal type fit the traditional features of a modal category well, the tonal type was easily and often used to represent it. Where the tonal type fits less well, as with the Atonalities and C-tonalities, it was less frequently used by composers as a modal representative, or used ambiguously, or even not at all, though it might be widely used in the repertory as a whole. In short, a mode is always a tonal type, but a tonal type is not always a mode.
T o summarize, then, contrasting patterns in system, in cleffing representing ambitus, and in final sonority can be seen as objective criteria minimally marking off one from another a certain number of tonal types, each with its own distinctive musical profile. Though these tonal types were frequently used to represent church modes it leads only to confusion to treat them as though they somehow were church modes. The anthropologist's distinction of "etic" from "emic" is useful here, and the church modes might better be regarded as culture-contextual "emic" musical concepts while the tonal types are objectively marked "etic" musical entities.
The unwitting confusion of "emic" with "etic" approaches seems to be one principal epistemological obstacle to an understanding of the tonal structure of Renaissance polyphony. Another obstacle is the basically evolutionist stance of the important modern theories on "modality" and "tonality." In one form Renaissance "modality" is supposed gradually to change into modern "tonality," with inbetween stages, and the development is seen mostly as a result of changes in compositional technique. This is the line followed in Dahlhaus's Untersuchungen iiber die Entstehung der harmonischen Tonalitat. In another form "modality" is supposed not so much gradually to have changed into "tonality" as gradually to have been replaced by it, and the development is seen as an ever enlarging sphere of influence of secular genres, already incipiently "tonal," over churchly genres with their more conservative "modal" orientation. This view was put forth in Edward Lowinsky's Tonality and Atonality in Sixteenth-Century Music (Berkeley, I 96 I).
Any evolutionist model of a historical succession from modality to tonality, however, fails on two cardinal historical points. First, as the sixteenth century wore on interest in and evidence for modality of any kind in the polyphonic repertory increased rather than lessened. Second, the major composers of the second half of the century, notably Palestrina and Lasso, followed the old system of eight church modes when they followed any modal scheme at all, and did not even go so far as to make use of Glarean's (and soon Zarlino's) more up-todate and systematic scheme of twelve modes.
All these problems are much eased by the notion of modal representation, whereby etic tonal types and emic modal categories are examined separately in their own terms-music-analytically and music-theoretically, respectively-and correlated where the evidence warrants. Any question as to how or whether "modality" evolved into "tonality" is therefore really a non-question, since they are of different orders. This is not to say that a particular sixteenth-century "tonal type" did not evolve into a particular seventeenth-century and then eighteenth-century "tonality." T o the contrary, I am sure that sixteenth-century ways of composing in the tonal types b -g 2 -~ and b-cl-G are directly ancestral to ways of composing in eighteenthcentury G minor, and that the very different tonal types 4-g2-A and h-cl-A are among the progenitors of A minor. I am just as sure that the well-recognized if ill-defined differences between eighteenth-century G minor and eighteenth-century A minor turn much more on musical The symbol 4 designates cantus durus, as opposed to b for cantur mollis. All voice parts in a given piece have the same signature-from none to one, two, or three Hats-except VII, I (Manchicourt Paterpeccavi), where the bass has two flats to one in the other voice parts.
Authentic versus plagal ambitur are represented by clefling. Except as otherwise indicated, all the pieces have either the cleffing g2 c2 c3 c4/F3 or the cleffing c, c3 c4 F4, indicated by the symbols g2 and c,, respectively. In all but three cases the fifth voice is an extra inner part.
The modaljnab is represented by the pitch class of the lowest voice in the concluding sonority. Letters shown before the last are the finals of earlier parts in multi-part motets. An earlier part can always cadence with the final of the concluding part; where a letter other than the final of the concluding part is shown in parentheses it means that in some of the pieces of that type earlier parts end with the triad on that degree. aspects surviving from their pasts than on putative difference in tunings. But in this evolution, from etic sixteenth-century tonal type to etic eighteenth-century tonality, emic Renaissance modality can play no direct part, however indispensable our proper understanding of it may be to our proper understanding of polyphonic music in the Renaissance itself.
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